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We have found some more things for which to be thankful. We go, outside our normal 
scources, to Politico, Newsweek, Washington Post, Huffington Post and Time to learn 
some on the left have finally figured out they helped put a dud in the White House. 
 
Ben Smith of Politico says the president has the Israelis and Palestinians in one 
agreement. They agree he has screwed up the Middle East.  
Vowing to change a region that has resisted the best efforts of presidents and prime ministers past, 
Barack Obama dove head first into the Middle East peace process on his second day in office.  
 
He was supposed to be different. His personal identity, his momentum, his charisma and his promise 
of a fresh start would fundamentally alter America’s relations with the Muslim world and settle one of 
its bitterest grievances.  
 
Two years later, he has managed to forge surprising unanimity on at least one topic: Barack Obama. 
A visit here finds both Israelis and Palestinians blame him for the current stalemate – just as they 
blame one another.  
 
Instead of becoming a heady triumph of his diplomatic skill and special insight, Obama’s peace 
process is viewed almost universally in Israel as a mistake-riddled fantasy. And far from becoming the 
transcendent figure in a centuries-old drama, Obama has become just another frustrated player on a 
hardened Mideast landscape.  
 
The current state of play sums up the problem. Obama’s demand that the Israelis stop building 
settlements on the West Bank was met, at long last, by a temporary and partial freeze, but its brief 
renewal is now the subject of intensive negotiations.  
 
Meanwhile, Palestinian leaders have refused American demands to hold peace talks with the Israelis 
before the freeze is extended. Talks with Arab states over gestures intended to build Israeli 
confidence – a key part of Obama’s early plan — have long since been scrapped.  
 
The political peace process to which Obama committed so much energy is considered a failure so far. 
And in the world’s most pro-American state, the public and its leaders have lost any faith in Obama 
and – increasingly — even in the notion of a politically negotiated peace.  
 
Even those who still believe in the process that Obama has championed view his conduct as a deeply 
unfunny comedy of errors. ... 
  
Eleanor Clift of Newsweek thinks the president's aides should stop telling him how 
wonderful he is.   
Democrats got the lowest share of the white vote in this midterm election than in any congressional 
election since World War II, losing key races in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Michigan, and every 
contested election in Ohio, which spells trouble for President Obama’s reelection. No Democrat can 
win the White House without these Midwestern swing states, and they are all decimated by job losses 
that Obama has offered no road map to recover. 

Soul-searching is under way at the White House, but so far it looks pretty sterile. There’s no Dick 
Morris sneaking in with advice from outside the bubble, or late-night bull sessions with Terry McAuliffe 
about how to raise money and stage a comeback. Granted, some of the tactics these Clinton-era 



advisers used wouldn’t pass muster with the Obama crowd, or with Common Cause, but they shook 
up the White House and got Clinton out of his post-election funk and into fighting form. 

Part of Obama’s problem is that there’s too much hero worship around him, and that translates into a 
reluctance to fault him for anything, except maybe that he didn’t make a good enough case for all the 
wonderful things he’s done. ... 

  
  
Jackson Diehl of WaPo thinks it's time for the president to grow up.  
For help understanding the foreign policy headlines of the past week, let's return, briefly, to the spring 
of 1983, when Barack Obama was a student at Columbia University. What were the burning 
international issues of that time?  

Well, first was the "nuclear freeze" movement, which was prompting mass demonstrations around the 
world by people worried about the standoff between the Soviet Union and the United States. Obama 
published an article about it in a campus magazine in which he invoked the vision of "a nuclear free 
world."  

The Middle East, meanwhile, was still reeling from the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon - which was 
the apotheosis of the Zionist right's dream of creating a "greater Israel" including all of the Palestinian 
West Bank.  

Back to November 2010. The Obama administration is devoting a big share of its diplomatic time and 
capital to curbing Israeli settlement construction in the West Bank - most recently, offering Israel's 
right-wing government $3 billion in warplanes in exchange for a 90-day moratorium. Meanwhile, it has 
committed much of its dwindling domestic political capital to pushing a new nuclear arms control 
treaty with Russia through a reluctant Senate.  

So has nothing changed in the past quarter-century? In fact, almost everything has - especially when 
it comes to nuclear arms control and Israel's national objectives. What hasn't changed, it seems, is 
Barack Obama - who has led his administration into a foreign policy time warp that is sapping its 
strength abroad and at home. ... 

  
  
Here's Robert Kuttner, editor of the far-left American Prospect, writing in the Huffington 
Post.  
... So as President Obama gears up for a re-election battle in 2012, the economy is unlikely to be 
much different than the one that sank the Democrats in 2010. The question is whether Obama and 
the Democrats can change the national understanding of what caused the economic collapse and 
who is blocking the recovery. 

In this enterprise, I don't have high expectations for Obama. I cannot recall a president who 
generated so much excitement as a candidate but who turned out to be such a political dud as chief 
executive. Nor do his actions since the election inspire confidence that he will be reborn as a fighter. 

The president's defenders offer an assortment of alibis for the epic defeat. ... 

  



For a change of pace, Time's Mark Halperin takes a look at some of the GOP's new 
governors.  
Republican governors are going to have a big hand in writing the next chapter of American history. 
Their GOP brethren in Washington will be tussling with President Obama to reach either stalemate or 
compromise (or some fitful combination of the two), thus obscuring a real test of Republican 
governing philosophy on the Potomac. Meanwhile, in places such as Tallahassee, Fla.; Madison, 
Wis.; Columbus, Ohio; Lansing, Mich.; and Santa Fe, N.M., freshly elected Republican governors will 
present their party's goals and themes for a 2011 agenda. They will be focusing on the same 
economic issues that Republicans used to win not only gubernatorial races in Virginia and New 
Jersey in 2009, but also Ted Kennedy's Massachusetts Senate seat in January 2010 and races from 
coast to coast in the midterms: debt, deficits, Obama's health care law, no new taxes, no expansion 
of government. 

Much like the federal government, the state governments face a basic set of problems: sluggish or 
negligible job creation, simultaneous pressure for budget cuts and measures to stimulate growth, zero 
public appetite for more taxes, and a healthy skepticism about the government's capacity to fix what 
ails America. ... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Politico 
View from Mideast: Obama's a problem 
by Ben Smith 
  
Vowing to change a region that has resisted the best efforts of presidents and prime ministers past, 
Barack Obama dove head first into the Middle East peace process on his second day in office.  
 
He was supposed to be different. His personal identity, his momentum, his charisma and his promise 
of a fresh start would fundamentally alter America’s relations with the Muslim world and settle one of 
its bitterest grievances.  
 
Two years later, he has managed to forge surprising unanimity on at least one topic: Barack Obama. 
A visit here finds both Israelis and Palestinians blame him forthe current stalemate – just as they 
blame one another.  
 
Instead of becoming a heady triumph of his diplomatic skill and special insight, Obama’s peace 
process is viewed almost universally in Israel as a mistake-riddled fantasy. And far from becoming the 
transcendent figure in a centuries-old drama, Obama has become just another frustrated player on a 
hardened Mideast landscape.  
 
The current state of play sums up the problem. Obama’s demand that the Israelis stop building 
settlements on the West Bank was met, at long last, by a temporary and partial freeze, but its brief 
renewal is now the subject of intensive negotiations.  
 
Meanwhile, Palestinian leaders have refused American demands to hold peace talks with the Israelis 
before the freeze is extended. Talks with Arab states over gestures intended to build Israeli 
confidence – a key part of Obama’s early plan — have long since been scrapped.  



 
The political peace process to which Obama committed so much energy is considered a failure so far. 
And in the world’s most pro-American state, the public and its leaders have lost any faith in Obama 
and – increasingly — even in the notion of a politically negotiated peace.  
 
Even those who still believe in the process that Obama has championed view his conduct as a deeply 
unfunny comedy of errors.  
 
“He’s like rain,” said a top Israeli official involved in diplomacy with the U.S., speaking of Obama’s role 
in negotiations. “You can do all kinds of things to cope with it.”  
 
Some fret that not only has Obama failed to move the process forward, but that he and his Israeli and 
Palestinian counterparts may have dealt it a setback that will leave it worse off than when they began.  
 
“Each of them has exacerbated the mistakes of the other,” said Michael Herzog, a retired general 
who still plays an informal role advising Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s negotiators. He 
worries that the result of the bumbling could be “disastrous: people will lose hope in the possibility of 
a two-state solution.”  
 
The White House declined to comment for this story. But in general, the Americans point fingers back 
at the region. They’re unsure whether Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, known as Abu Mazen, 
has the will to make peace. They’ve been surprised and disappointed by Arab leaders’ unwillingness 
to bolster Israel’s confidence in the process with diplomatic concessions or financial support for the 
Palestinian Authority. And they are dissatisfied with the domestic political excuses of an Israeli Prime 
Minister they see as having chosen his own intractable coalition, and who is now – in the view of one 
American official – “running out the clock.”  

Peel back any corner of the current negotiations, and the problems quickly become evident.  
 
In August, the Obama administration announced that it would sell 84 F-15 fighter jets to Saudi Arabia, 
part of the largest arms deal in American history.  
 
The plan drew some grumbles from pro-Israel members of the Congress, who worried that the sale 
would tip the balance of power in the region. But Israel’s government remained publicly silent. 
Privately, in August – a top Israeli official told POLITICO -- they asked the Obama administration to 
match the Saudi sale with 20 F-35 jets for the Israeli Air Force, a move that would maintain the 
“qualitative military advantage” that has long been a principle of American policy toward Israel.  
 
Those F-35s are now at the heart of a proposed deal between the U.S. and Israel over the renewed 
90-day freeze.  
 
The notion that Israel would get $2 billion worth of military hardware for a three-month delay in the 
construction of a few houses appears incomprehensible, and has drawn criticism for two reasons: 
Netanyahu’s conservative coalition partners worry that the Americans are selling them yesterday’s 
carpet, making a condition of something that was already in the works. His American critics, 
meanwhile, expressed astonishment that Obama would pay so much for so little.  
 
The reality is more complicated, and emblematic of the stilted relationship between the United States 
and its ally, and of the Israeli angst over American support, its mistrust of Obama, and its assumption 
that peace talks will fail. The Israelis are using the talks – viewed by most of the government as a 
fantasy – as a bridge to their more immediate security needs.  
 



“It’s not connected to the 90 days – it’s connected to the Saudi deal,” said a senior aide to Netanyahu. 
“It’s not something [Netanyahu] had in his pocket.”  
 
Still, a visitor finds no shortage of good news on the ground. Israel’s tech sector is booming, Tel 
Aviv’s cafes bustle and Israel has enjoyed a period largely free of suicide bombings and rocket 
attacks. In the Palestinian territories, there is also a positive tale to tell: The robust economic growth 
in West Bank cities patrolled by a functioning Palestinian police force.  
 
But the American president has been diminished, even in an era without active hostilities between 
Israelis and Palestinians. His demands on the parties appear to shrink each month, with the path to a 
grand peace settlement narrowing to the vanishing point. The lack of Israeli faith in him and his 
process has them using the talks to extract more tangible security assurances – the jets. And though 
America remains beloved, Obama is about as popular here as he is in Oklahoma. A Jerusalem Post 
poll in May found 9 percent of Israelis consider Obama “pro-Israel,” while 48 percent say he’s “pro-
Palestinian.” 

Other polling in Israel shows a growing gap between aspirations for peace and the faith that it can 
happen. One survey last month found that 72 percent of Israelis favor negotiations, while only 33 
percent think they can bear fruit. (Palestinians show a smaller gap, primarily because a smaller 
majority favors negotiations.)  
 
Obama has resisted advisers’ suggestions that he travel to Israel or speak directly to Israelis as he 
has to Muslims in Egypt, Turkey, and Indonesia.  
 
“Israelis really hate Obama’s guts,” said Shmuel Rosner, a columnist for two leading Israeli 
newspapers. “We used to trust Americans to act like Americans, and this guy is like a European 
leader.”  
 
Many senior Israeli leaders have concluded that Hillary Clinton and John McCain were right about 
Obama’s naivete and inexperience.  
 
“The naïve liberals who are at the heart of the administration really believe in all the misconceptions 
the Palestinians and all their friends all over the world are trying to place,” said Yossi Kuperwasser, a 
former high-ranking military intelligence officer who is now deputy director general of the Ministry of 
Strategic Affairs.  
 
Kuperwasser, like other Israelis, bridled at the suggestion that the country’s dislike of Obama draws 
from the Muslim influences of his heritage – or even his name.  
 
“It drives me crazy. Who cares that his middle name is Hussein? It’s the last thing we care about. [To 
suggest that] is just anti-Semitism,” he said. “There is one reason why we are hesitant about this guy: 
he doesn’t understand us.”  
 
The deal on 90 more days of freeze currently hangs in the balance. Netanyahu is also trying to sell 
his coalition partners on an administration promise that there won’t be a demand for a third freeze, 
and on another promise – which has provoked the same claims that it’s too much, or too little – to 
veto a threatened attempt to advance Palestinian statehood through the United Nations.  
 
The demand for a 90-day freeze in new construction has, all sides agree, a real internal logic: 
American leaders have said they hope the Israelis and Palestinians will resolve the question of the 
border of a Palestinian state. And once that’s resolved, the issue of settlements – which Obama 
raised at his Cairo speech last June, and which has emerged as a prime impediment to talks -- will, 



the theory goes, be resolved with it. The scenario: Most of the “settlements” will be put within mutually 
agreed borders of Israel, the rest will be clearly out of bounds, and the residents of far-flung Jewish 
communities on West Bank hilltops will be on notice that Israeli soldiers will soon be knocking on their 
doors to drag them out of the state of Palestine.  
 
The problem is that virtually nobody in Israel who isn’t required by the logic of politics to express 
public faith in the political process of peace talks has much faith that the talks will lead anywhere. 
Netanyahu’s coalition is dominated by people with a profound skepticism about not just these talks, 
but of any negotiated peace. 

“The only positive policy is to operate under the realistic assumption that as long as the PLO do not 
change fundamentally their thinking, no government of Israel can sign an agreement with them,” said 
Beni Begin, a cabinet minister from Netanyahu’s own Likud party and – like most of the Israeli 
government – a firm skeptic of the prospects for a Palestinian state any time soon.  
 
The extremist group Hamas’s control of the Gaza Strip, meanwhile, “is not a ‘real problem’,” Begin 
says, mocking the diplomatic conversation on the topic. “It’s an insurmountable problem. Everyone 
knows it.”  
 
Netanyahu’s close staff and his government share some of that skepticism.  
 
“It might be that the reason you haven't had peace with the Palestinians is not because you haven’t 
had changes in policies, not because you haven’t had changes with the American approach, but 
because the Palestinians haven’t brought themselves to real reconciliation with Israel,” Netanyahu’s 
closest adviser, Ron Dermer, told POLITICO.  
 
Netanyahu, oddly enough, given his perception around the world (and particularly in Washington) as 
an unyielding hawk, sounds like a virtual peacenik compared with many of his advisers. Almost alone 
on the right, the prime minister “thinks (Palestinian president) Abu Mazen may rise to the occasion,” 
Dermer said.  
 
“The prime minister is not only more optimistic than his staff. The prime minister is more optimistic 
than his ministers,” he said, adding that unlike Begin, Netanyahu “does not believe that the status quo 
is sustainable.”  
 
Netanyahu is almost alone in his party in suggesting that the peace process could go somewhere; 
one of the few others in Israeli public life who insists on that point is his chief rival and critic, 
opposition leader Tzipi Livni. Peace talks really could advance, she argues, if Israel had a leader 
whom the Americans and Palestinians could trust, as they did when she served as Foreign Minister 
when her party, Kadima, ran the government before the rightward correction that occurred just weeks 
after Obama’s own election.  
 
“I believe it’s feasible, but I don’t have a 100 percent guarantee. What I don’t do is try to undermine 
the willingness of the other side,” Livni told POLITICO. “When we negotiated there was trust – there’s 
no trust now.... It depends on the way you negotiate.”  
 
Livni scrupulously avoids criticizing Obama’s conduct of the peace talks, but those around her are 
blunter.  
 
“If Obama wanted to be a transformational figure, he would never have led with the settlements,” said 
Eyal Arad, the architect of Livni’s campaign for prime minister. He argues – like most Israelis – that 
Obama inadvertently got talks hung up on a matter of irrelevant principle, rather than engaging the 



reality that some settlements can stay while others must go.  
 
“The settlements were pushed by a bunch of left-wingers who were out of sync with the realities and 
were out of government too long,” he said. “The irony is that Obama went directly back to the place 
where George Bush the father left off.”  
 
Another of Livni’s top lieutenants, her former party chairman and Knesset ally Yohanan Plessner, is 
among a surprising spectrum of Israeli leaders who have begun to imagine radically different 
alternatives to the negotiated, political peace that American and Palestinian officials insist must be the 
main road to a settlement. 

“The whole focus on final status isn’t compatible with the political reality on the Israel side and the 
Palestinian side,” he said, arguing that a better option is a regime under which Israeli and Palestinian 
leaders would build the Palestinian economy, remove far-flung settlements and strengthen a de facto 
Palestinian state “as a tunnel to final status.”  
 
To him, the endless talks about talks are a distraction. As for Obama, he said, “You have to create a 
crisis that serves an end. This crisis today – I don’t know what it’s serving.”  
 
Palestinian leaders say they, too – for different reasons -- are losing faith in the political talks.  
 
“[Netanyahu] has a chance and he’s wasting it,” said the chief Palestinian negotiator, Saeb Erakat. 
“Given the chance between settlements and peace he’s always chosen settlements.”  
 
The advocacy director of the American Task Force on Palestine, Ghaith al-Omari, said the frustration 
in Ramallah isn’t only with Netanyahu.  
 
Abbas and other Palestinian leaders are “personally fed up with the whole thing,” he said, and “losing 
faith in the process, both with the Israeli willingness to deliver and the Americans’ ability to deliver the 
Israelis.”  
 
But Plessner’s suggestion of an interim process reflects Israeli disillusion with the notion of a 
negotiated peace process, one that some of its veterans fear is already on its last legs. It’s echoed by 
a surprising range of voices: Former Israeli U.N Ambassador Dore Gold, a hawkish Netanyahu ally, 
has cited the skepticism about the political process outlined by the left-leaning Rob Malley and 
Hussein Agha in the New York Review of Books.  
 
Livni dismisses this alternative.  
 
“For any deal you need two sides. The Palestinians are not going to accept that. It’s not going to 
happen, and it doesn't serve the Israeli interest to end the conflict,” she said.  
 
She also says Obama’s unpopularity – now a fact of life – doesn’t matter.  
 
“It’s not important: People in Israel can love him, admire him, hate him, dislike him – people can 
oppose everything he says – he is the United States ... we have the umbilical cord with the United 
States. We cannot cut this.”  
 
Others aren’t so sure. If Netanyahu comes close to a deal, they expect Obama will have to play a key 
role in closing it.  
 
“In the money time, the popularity of the president will matter a great deal,” said the senior official with 



a key role between the countries.  
 
George Mitchell, Obama’s special envoy, often compares the stalled peace process here to his 
famous role in settling Northern Ireland’s Troubles, where he had “700 days of failure and one day of 
success.”  
 
The 700th day since Mitchell began work will pass next month without, it appears safe to say, 
anything resembling political progress toward a Palestinian state. In Israel, indeed, the debate 
focuses largely on whether the American-led process has left negotiations at a standstill – or pushed 
them backwards.  
 
“What will happen after 90 days if we haven’t decided the border?” asks Kuperwasser. “And we won’t 
settle the borders.”  
 
Meanwhile the president who hoped to dramatically remake the regional landscape has, in the end, 
simply become part of it.  
 
“Obama’s biggest problem is that we don’t buy what he’s selling, and that is hope,” said one Israeli 
veteran of past negotiations. “There’s this sincerity about the American approach that is 
heartbreaking to watch.” 

Correction: An earlier version of this story misstated the number and value of F-35 fighter jets a top 
Israeli official said were requested by Israel. The official said 20 F-35 jets, worth $2 billion, were 
requested from the Obama administration. 

  
Newsweek 
Halfhearted Soul-Searching at the White House 
Unlike Bill Clinton, Obama hasn’t yet experienced a political loss that taught him how to 
reinvent himself. He needs to surround himself with advisers who will challenge his world 
view. 
by Eleanor Clift 

Democrats got the lowest share of the white vote in this midterm election than in any congressional 
election since World War II, losing key races in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Michigan, and every 
contested election in Ohio, which spells trouble for President Obama’s reelection. No Democrat can 
win the White House without these Midwestern swing states, and they are all decimated by job losses 
that Obama has offered no road map to recover. 

Soul-searching is under way at the White House, but so far it looks pretty sterile. There’s no Dick 
Morris sneaking in with advice from outside the bubble, or late-night bull sessions with Terry McAuliffe 
about how to raise money and stage a comeback. Granted, some of the tactics these Clinton-era 
advisers used wouldn’t pass muster with the Obama crowd, or with Common Cause, but they shook 
up the White House and got Clinton out of his post-election funk and into fighting form. 

Part of Obama’s problem is that there’s too much hero worship around him, and that translates into a 
reluctance to fault him for anything, except maybe that he didn’t make a good enough case for all the 
wonderful things he’s done. He has done good things, but the voters don’t give you credit for saving 
them from a depression; they reward you for making their lives better, and that hasn’t happened. The 
bankers on Wall Street are doing fine, but the other 80 percent of the country is hurting, and that’s not 
supposed to happen when a Democrat is in the White House. 



Obama’s storied political career took him from the relative obscurity of the Illinois State Legislature to 
the presidency in such a short time that he didn’t get much of a feel for the nitty-gritty politicking that 
consumes so much of today’s partisan bickering. He didn’t have the benefit of getting beaten badly at 
the state level, like Clinton was in Arkansas, and having to learn how to reinvent himself. Clinton was 
the youngest governor elected in the state, and the voters tossed him out after two years, angry that 
he had raised car-tag fees and housed several thousand Cuban refugees, many of whom had been 
prisoners, at a local military base. Clinton went around the state apologizing and getting an earful, 
and what emerged was a newly humble public servant, one who felt the people’s pain, and whose 
wife seemed more supportive as well, trading in her signature Hillary Rodham and taking her 
husband’s last name for the first time in their marriage. Clinton has said of that early loss that it taught 
him more about politics than anything before or since. 

In his post-election press conference, Obama said there must be easier ways to learn the hard 
lessons of politics than getting the shellacking he and the Democrats got. There are, and if his aides 
weren’t so in love with him and wrapped up in the idea of him as a transformational president, they 
might have seen this coming. Obama’s problems with white working-class voters surfaced during the 
primaries, when he lost West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio to Hillary, and those problems could 
prove lethal in 2012 not only for Obama but for the five Democratic senators who are up for reelection 
in the Midwest and the Rust Belt. 

Obama is an undefined figure to much of the country, and to his fellow Democrats. Though he’s 
portrayed as a liberal, it’s not clear what he’ll fight for, and he keeps that deliberately vague, perhaps 
hoping to deliver on the post-partisan promise his election represented. The fight over whether to 
extend Bush-era tax cuts is a perfect example. The White House needs to settle on a strategy and 
then execute it, whatever it is. Hope is not a strategy, and the extent to which Obama seems to weigh 
the political considerations of whatever decision he makes reinforces the voters’ disillusionment that 
rather than leading, he has instead become part of the government—an implicit admission of his 
failure to bring about the change he ran on. 

What he needs are some hard-nosed policies to rescue the millions of homeowners who are 
underwater, plus a vision to revive the nation’s manufacturing base to begin the long and painful 
restoration of jobs. He needs people around him who make him uncomfortable, who challenge his 
world view, and who have a better understanding of the workings of Capitol Hill, however 
dysfunctional it has become. The people around Obama caught the lightning in ’08, but they’ve been 
outmaneuvered by a party that two years ago was on the brink of extinction. 

This is not the end of the Obama presidency, far from it, but it is time to take courageous stands on 
behalf of working people so these disaffected voters, whom we used to call Reagan Democrats, 
understand that their financial self-interest is with Obama and the Democrats and not with the Tea 
Party. Those voters will be a smaller portion of the electorate in 2012 as more young people and 
people of color come to the polls when the presidency is at stake, but their voices count, and if 
Obama doesn’t address their concerns, one party will benefit, and it won’t be the Democrats. 

Washington Post 
Obama's foreign policy needs an update 
by Jackson Diehl 

For help understanding the foreign policy headlines of the past week, let's return, briefly, to the spring 
of 1983, when Barack Obama was a student at Columbia University. What were the burning 
international issues of that time?  



Well, first was the "nuclear freeze" movement, which was prompting mass demonstrations around the 
world by people worried about the standoff between the Soviet Union and the United States. Obama 
published an article about it in a campus magazine in which he invoked the vision of "a nuclear free 
world."  

The Middle East, meanwhile, was still reeling from the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon - which was 
the apotheosis of the Zionist right's dream of creating a "greater Israel" including all of the Palestinian 
West Bank.  

Back to November 2010. The Obama administration is devoting a big share of its diplomatic time and 
capital to curbing Israeli settlement construction in the West Bank - most recently, offering Israel's 
right-wing government $3 billion in warplanes in exchange for a 90-day moratorium. Meanwhile, it has 
committed much of its dwindling domestic political capital to pushing a new nuclear arms control 
treaty with Russia through a reluctant Senate.  

So has nothing changed in the past quarter-century? In fact, almost everything has - especially when 
it comes to nuclear arms control and Israel's national objectives. What hasn't changed, it seems, is 
Barack Obama - who has led his administration into a foreign policy time warp that is sapping its 
strength abroad and at home.  

Start with the New START treaty that Obama has made a priority for the lame-duck Senate, at a time 
when Americans don't yet know what income tax rate they will pay on Jan. 1. The treaty resembles 
the landmark U.S.-Soviet arms control treaties that were negotiated in the years after Obama wrote 
his article - and it would perpetuate their important verification measures.  

The difference is that no one stages marches today about U.S. and Soviet - now Russian - strategic 
weapons, and with good reason. The danger of a war between the two states is minuscule; and treaty 
or no, Russia's arsenal is very likely to dwindle in the coming years. The threat of nuclear weapons 
now comes from rogue states such as North Korea, Iran and Syria, and maybe from terrorist 
organizations. Obama believes that U.S.-Russian treaties will lead to better containment of that threat 
- but that's at best an indirect benefit.  

That doesn't mean the START treaty is worthless. The Senate ought to approve it if only to ensure 
the continued monitoring of Russian missiles. But does it merit dispatching the vice president and the 
secretaries of state and defense to Capitol Hill for a desperate (and uphill) lobbying offensive? It's 
hard to see why.  

The same might be said about Obama's preoccupation with stopping Israel's settlement expansion in 
the West Bank and Jerusalem - a campaign that even Palestinian and Arab leaders have watched 
with bafflement. True, almost everyone outside Israel regards the construction as counterproductive, 
and only a minority supports it inside Israel.  

But that is just the point: The dream of a "greater Israel" died more than 15 years ago. Even the 
Israeli right now accepts that a Palestinian state will be created in the West Bank. The settlements 
have become a sideshow; the real issues concern how to create a Palestinian state in a Middle East 
where the greatest threat is not Israeli but Iranian expansionism. What to do about Hamas and 
Hezbollah and their Iranian-supplied weapons? How to ensure that the post-occupation West Bank 
does not become another Iranian base? Those issues did not exist in 1983 - and the Obama 
administration seems to have no strategy for them.  

Not all of the administration's foreign policy is anachronistic. Obama's tour this month of India, 
Indonesia, South Korea and Japan reflected a cutting-edge concern with rebuilding U.S. influence in 



Asia and forging alliances with its democracies in response to a rising China. Iran has been the target 
of a relatively successful multilateral sanctions campaign, though that has yet to affect its nuclear 
program. The START treaty with Russia is part of a larger strategy to coax its brutish regime toward 
more responsible behavior.  

Still, this administration is notable for its lack of grand strategy - or strategists. Its top foreign-policy 
makers are a former senator, a Washington lawyer and a former Senate staffer. There is no Henry 
Kissinger, no Zbigniew Brzezinski, no Condoleezza Rice; no foreign policy scholar.  

Instead there is Obama, who likes to believe that he knows as much or more about policy than any of 
his aides - and who has been conspicuous in driving the strategies on nuclear disarmament and 
Israeli settlements. "I personally came of age during the Reagan presidency," Obama wrote in "The 
Audacity of Hope." Yes, and it shows.  

  
  
  
Huffington Post 
Saving Progressivism From Obama  
by Robert Kuttner 

What's the worst case, and the best case, that we can imagine for the next two years? Let's look at 
the economics first.  

Republicans and the White House both seem determined to make the recession worse by reducing 
the budget deficit long before the economy is in recovery. The deficit commission's two co-chairs 
have proposed that the cuts begin in October 2011, when unemployment is still expected to be at 
least nine percent. The economy needs a massive fiscal jolt, and instead is likely to get austerity.  

Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve's experiment with buying Treasury bonds in order to keep interest 
rates low is not working very well. Mainly, the policy seems to be annoying America's allies. Cheap 
money by itself won't fix the prolonged slump. 

Obama's ill-fated Asia trip was intended to bring home a foreign policy victory to divert attention from 
the domestic economic and political carnage. But Obama failed to get the Koreans to agree to a 
(badly conceived) trade deal, and failed to get the G-20 leaders to agree to new strategy to pressure 
nations with big export surpluses to do more of their part to help the global recovery. An economically 
weakened America with a politically weakened president has less weight to swing around.  

So as President Obama gears up for a re-election battle in 2012, the economy is unlikely to be much 
different than the one that sank the Democrats in 2010. The question is whether Obama and the 
Democrats can change the national understanding of what caused the economic collapse and who is 
blocking the recovery. 

In this enterprise, I don't have high expectations for Obama. I cannot recall a president who 
generated so much excitement as a candidate but who turned out to be such a political dud as chief 
executive. Nor do his actions since the election inspire confidence that he will be reborn as a fighter. 

The president's defenders offer an assortment of alibis for the epic defeat. The in-party always loses 
seats in the first mid-term (but not this many). The recession was far more protracted than anticipated 
(Obama's own chief economic adviser, Christy Romer knew how bad things were pressed for a much 



larger stimulus than Obama was willing to embrace.) The Republicans blocked him at every turn (yes, 
and he kept trying to conciliate rather than fight.) 

Consider that the Democrats got particularly shellacked, as Obama put it, among the elderly. When 
you remember that the Republicans hope to gut Social Security, this is quite remarkable. When you 
add the fact that Democrats have been far more committed to defending Medicare than Republicans 
who want to turn it into a voucher, the sheer political malpractice of this election loss among seniors is 
just stupefying. 

Because of the poor design of the Obama health plan, and the ineptitude of explaining or marketing it, 
older voters came away convinced that the scheme would come at the expense of their Medicare. 
Even today, as a fiscal commission appointed by Obama tries to take more money out of Medicare 
and Social Security, our president and his budget wonk advisers cannot bring themselves to draw a 
simple line in the sand and declare that the Democrats will never cut Social Security benefits. Had 
Obama done so before the election and dared the Republicans to match the pledge, dozens of 
Democratic House seats might have been saved. 

And had Obama made clear that the real obstacle to comprehensive health reform and cost savings 
is the private insurance industry, not our one island of socialized medicine--Medicare--he might have 
clarified who is really on the side of America's seniors.  

The New Yorker's Hendrik Hertzberg, who has tended to give Obama the benefit of the doubt, 
attributed the electorate's punishment of the Democrats to "a kind of political cognitive dissonance." 

Frightened by joblessness, the American people rewarded the party that not only opposed the 
stimulus but also blocked the extension of unemployment benefits. Alarmed by a ballooning national 
debt, they rewarded the party that not only transformed budget surpluses into budget deficits but also 
proposes to inflate the debt by hundreds of billions with a permanent tax cut for the least needy two 
per cent. Frustrated by what they see as inaction, they rewarded the party that not only fought every 
effort to mitigate the crisis but also forced the watering down of whatever it couldn't block. 

Hertzberg goes on to tick off a litany of misperceptions on the part of the electorate, adding with his 
characteristic gentle understatement, "But why don't the American people know these things. Could it 
be that the President and his party did not try, or try hard enough to tell them? 

Danny Goldberg made a similar point in The Nation: 

Almost half of the public is either misinformed or subject to unanswered right wing narratives. If I 
believed that there was a chance of Sharia law being imposed in the United States I too would be 
gravely concerned. If I believed that most Europeans and Canadians had inferior health care to that 
of average Americans, I too would be against health care reform. If I believed that man-made global 
warning did not exist or that there were nothing we could do about it and that environmental efforts 
were responsible for unemployment I'd be against cap and trade. If I believed that prisoner abuse 
would make my family significantly less likely to be killed by terrorists, my thinking about torture would 
be different. And if I believed that the problems with the economy had been caused by too much 
government instead of too little, that my personal freedom was threatened by the government instead 
of large corporations, I'd probably be in a tea party supporter and a Republican.  

Goldberg calls for less reliance on polling and focus groups and more reliance on "inspired intuition" 
to restore progressivism. 



The real question is how we do this without the active collaboration of a Democratic president who is 
fast becoming more albatross than ally.  

I am not one of those who believes that Republican missteps will save us -- that the Republicans will 
be disabled by divisions between the far right that now controls the party and the very far right 
represented by newly elected Tea Party militants. Let's get real: The Republican Party and the Tea 
Party are essentially the same party. There will be skirmishes, but the Republican leadership will 
keep its eye on the ball--of destroying Obama. 

Nor am I especially hopeful that Obama will metamorphose into Harry Truman any time soon. 

If politics continues on its present course, about the best one might expect for 2012 is that the 
Republicans will nominate such a nut-case that Obama will stagger to re-election. But unless he is re-
elected with a mandate to carry out drastically different policies, we can anticipate continued 
economic pain and continuing drift of the electorate to the right.  

So what is the alternative? 

My audacious hope is that progressives can move from disillusion to action and offer the kind of 
political movement and counter-narrative that the President should have been leading.  

I doubt that it makes sense to run a left candidate against Obama in 2012. The history of these efforts 
is one of failure that only weakened the Democratic nominee, whether we recall Ted Kennedy's 
doomed primary challenge to incumbent Jimmy Carter in 1980, or Ralph Nader's run in 2000.  

The closest that the progressive movement came to realizing this strategy was of course in 1968, 
when Lyndon Johnson decided to abdicate in the face of mass protest. But in that tumultuous year, 
we had a surfeit of anti-war candidates and a real movement. Even so, we ended up with Richard 
Nixon. This year, it is hard to think of a plausible candidate (Howard Dean? Russ Feingold?) who 
could unseat Obama without further weakening the Democrats in the general election. 

So our task is to step into the leadership vacuum that Obama has left, and fashion a compelling 
narrative about who and what are destroying America. Our movement needs the passion and single 
mindedness of the Tea Party movement, and it helps that we have reality on our side. If we do our 
jobs, we can move public opinion, discredit the right, and elect progressives to office. Even Barack 
Obama might embrace us, if only as a last resort.  

Robert Kuttner is co-editor of The American Prospect and a senior fellow at Demos. His latest book is 
"A Presidency in Peril". 

  
  
Time 
Newly Elected GOP Governors: Ready to Unleash Some Pain 
by Mark Halperin 

Republican governors are going to have a big hand in writing the next chapter of American history. 
Their GOP brethren in Washington will be tussling with President Obama to reach either stalemate or 
compromise (or some fitful combination of the two), thus obscuring a real test of Republican 
governing philosophy on the Potomac. Meanwhile, in places such as Tallahassee, Fla.; Madison, 
Wis.; Columbus, Ohio; Lansing, Mich.; and Santa Fe, N.M., freshly elected Republican governors will 



present their party's goals and themes for a 2011 agenda. They will be focusing on the same 
economic issues that Republicans used to win not only gubernatorial races in Virginia and New 
Jersey in 2009, but also Ted Kennedy's Massachusetts Senate seat in January 2010 and races from 
coast to coast in the midterms: debt, deficits, Obama's health care law, no new taxes, no expansion 
of government. 

Much like the federal government, the state governments face a basic set of problems: sluggish or 
negligible job creation, simultaneous pressure for budget cuts and measures to stimulate growth, zero 
public appetite for more taxes, and a healthy skepticism about the government's capacity to fix what 
ails America. Expect the governors to scrupulously steer clear of the cultural, social and national-
security issues that have divided the party in the past and distracted it from the current concerns of 
the electorate. With the 2012 presidential election looming, watch for their call that the nation return to 
the first principles of the Constitution and their claim that the President falls short of those values. 
(See "Can the GOP See Past the Economy?")  

Armed with those same talking points, Republicans in Washington will run smack up against majority 
leader Harry Reid still ruling the Senate and President Obama gripping his veto pen. But the 
governors actually can put words into action. Many of them will be working with Republican-
dominated legislatures whose members are just as anxious to take America in a new direction.  

And unlike the mellow John Boehner and low-key Mitch McConnell, most of the incoming Republican 
governors are dynamic, hard-charging figures who are sure to dominate their states' political and 
media cultures from the moment they are sworn in. In interviews at the Republican Governors 
Association confab in San Diego last week, the newly elected crop was uniformly confident about the 
appetite of their legislatures and constituents for the kind of budget cutting, regulation demolishing 
and Obamacare bashing that they plan to transfer from the campaign trail to their capitols. (Comment 
on this story.)  

What unites Rick Scott of Florida, Scott Walker of Wisconsin, John Kasich of Ohio, Rick Snyder of 
Michigan, Susana Martinez of New Mexico and other incoming chief executives is a belief that they 
can emulate the recent triumphs of Chris Christie of New Jersey and Bob McDonnell of Virginia, who 
have focused on job creation and spending cuts to the exclusion of most everything else, while 
seeing their job-approval ratings survive the difficult times. (See how Clinton worked his way to the 
White House.)  

Christie's efforts to reduce the budget line for public-sector employees serve as a particular model for 
his new colleagues. "The public is more willing to accept pain and difficulty, more than they have ever 
been before," Christie told his compadres in San Diego, and the new governors insist they are willing 
to bet on that judgment being correct. 

During the transition time from Thanksgiving to New Year's, the governors-elect are preparing to be 
briefed on the latest economic and budget figures for their states and assembling their teams. But in 
January, once they take office, deliver their state-of-the-state addresses and put out their spending 
plans, they may find themselves able to influence national policies like the new federal health care 
law while their Beltway counterparts are struggling with gridlock.  

With most of the leading 2012 presidential candidates deferring the start of their open campaign 
efforts until the spring or summer of next year, and Washington inevitably mired in soap opera, 
conflict and chatter over the President's political travails, the Republican governors are going to have 
as much as half a year to offer the kind of leadership that the party has touted as a proper and 
popular counterweight to two years of Democratic rule in Washington and many state capitals. 



States are sometimes called laboratories of democracy for the experimental programs that often get 
adopted by the federal government. Starting in the new year, the nation's Republican governors are 
going to enact the traditional party cry for lower taxes and less government. Their successes could 
provide a source of creative ideas for the party's 2012 presidential nominee. Their failures, however, 
could highlight the limits of the one-note message that got all those Republicans elected in the 
ballyhooed tidal wave of 2010.  

  
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
 


